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The University of Dayton 
EMERGING FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY 
PROVIDES GROUNDING EMPLOYERS ARE LOOKING FOR 
News Release 
April 15, 1994 
Contact: Candace Stuart 
DAYTON, Ohio -- Earth Day is observed once a year, usually on April 22. While 
most enjoy the annual celebration, a few-- too few, according to employers -- have made a 
career of the environment. 
"There is a shortage of qualified workers who are properly trained and educated," says 
John Jehn, an environmental geologist at Woodward-Clyde Consultants in Denver. "There are 
a lot of people we turn away who have years of experience but no environmental training. " 
Instead, the environmental consulting finn hires recent college graduates who have 
environmental degrees from sound programs, says Jehn. Why? Because they offer a 
fundamental understanding of the biology, chemistry, geology and other disciplines that play a 
part in environmental problems and solutions. 
"The job market has changed," says Donald Pair, an assistant professor of geology at 
the University of Dayton who helped initiate an environmental geology program at UD this 
spring. No longer do companies want scientists and engineers narrowly trained in one 
specialty; they need workers who recognize the complex interconnection of sciences and how 
that affects the environment. 
"We retooled our program to keep pace with those changes," says Pair, who worked 
as an~vironmental geologist for industry and government. "We modified ourselves, added 
to the strengths we already had, to respond to the changing market." 
Pair consulted with UD students, other universities and professionals like Jehn, who 
graduated from UD in 1985 with a geology degree, to ensure the new program would provide 
students with the necessary interdisciplinary foundation. The environmental geology program 
intertwines courses in biology, chemistry and geology with hands-on field research. 
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Environmental geology is a fairly young discipline, Pair says. The College Blue 8ook 
lists less than a dozen universities offering degrees in environmental geology, although 
numerous universities carry degrees in environmental science. 
According to Terry Moreland, who oversees a job bank for the Geological Society of 
America in Boulder, environmental geology is the wave of the future, and it is not going to 
crest for years. The majority of employers using his service offer positions that are 
environmentally based, he says. "The trend is still holding, and it has for a number of years." 
The American Geological Institute in Alexandria considers environmental geology its 
fastest growing field, and one that will continue to improve, given the Clear Air and Clean 
Water acts and other governmental initiatives. 
Jehn concurs: "This is an industry that is going to continue to grow for the next 20 
years." 
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For interviews, call Donald Pair at (513) 229-2936; John Jehn at (303) 694-3946; and 
Terry Moreland at (303) 447-2020. For more information, contact Candace Stuart at (513) 
229-3257. 
